Supply List

Stretch Fashion (Pattern Knits & Stretch)
Portland Sewing, 2111 NE 43rd, Portland OR
Contact: info@portlandsewing.com

YOUR TUITION INCLUDES:
− Pattern paper, Tag board, Pattern hooks, Handouts
NOTE: You will receive individual supply lists for each of the exercises. Whether or not
you wish to buy the supplies on these lists will depend on whether or not you wish to
sew the garments to test prototypes made from your patterns. Sewing knits and stretch
fabrics is a separate class. The book we will use is “Design and Patternmaking for
Stretch Fabrics” by Keith Richardson. But don’t buy it. It has too many errors.
BRING: Your torso sloper and notebook with your calculation worksheets from
Pattern 1.
BUY OR BRING:
-- You may be buying up to 10 yards of jersey and interlock knits to test your patterns.
Plus the following supplies from your previous sewing classes at Portland Sewing
- * Fine pins with glass heads, 1-3/8”
- * Schmetz machine needles 11/75 Stretch/Jersey
- * All-purpose Gutermann or Mettler thread
- * Chakoner or chalk wheel
NOTE: The following are much the same supplies from your previous patternmaking
with Portland Sewing.
- * Paper shears
- Tape dispenser and ½” Scotch tape
- Pencils, hard lead or mechanical and soft lead #2
- * Straight pins, 1 ½” all purpose for patterns
- * 2”x18” clearview ruler
- * ½”-wide tape measure
- * Sharp-pointed tracing wheel
- * Tracing paper
- * Wood-handled awl
- **Mars Staedler white eraser
- ** Armhole, neckhole, hip and Variform (24”) curves
Optional:
- ***Contractor’s calculator***
* Available from Portland Sewing.
** Available from Office Depot.
*** Available at Home Depot or Lowe’s tools department. Has feet and inches
calculations. OR download the Carpenter’s Helper Lite app for your I-Phone
(Please label your equipment with your name)

